
REMOTE LEARNING WEEKLY CURRICULUM PLANNER -  Y10 Photography 

Week Beginning: 
8/6/20 

 

 Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday 

Y10Apo1 

  WALT:  
 To present a final Lock Down Diary. 
Your task: 
You are now required to present a final Lock Down diary in a creative way that 
reflects your thoughts and feelings during Lock Down..   
Your completed diary must include evidence from the last seven weeks.  To 
remind you of your previous assignments they are listed below. 

 Week 1- A diary entry of two images which captures your own feelings 
and experiences. 

 Week 2- A diary entry of two images which captures your own feelings 
and experiences. 

 Week 3- A dairy entry of a minimum of two images in the style of Pete 
Kiehart in black and white.  (One pupil produced 10 images!)You are to 
submit 2 photo diary entries which reflect the work of Pete's black and 
white, moody portraits. Again, write about the 2 photos with a 
particular emphasis on the mood of the shots. If you are unable to edit 
the shots black and white, try to create a mood in colour but featuring 
shadows or dark rooms - make it feel isolated and sad in some ways. 

 Week 4-A dairy entry of a minimum of two images in the style of Steve 
Gallagher. Your aim is to produce 2 photos of 2 objects you are using 
regularly during lockdown and shoot them in the style of Steve’s work. 
Place your object on a plain surface; e.g. paper or fabric. Stand over the 
object and shoot it looking down on it from a bird’s eye viewpoint. 
Again, submit a diary entry to go with each shot. 

 Week 5-&6 A dairy entry of to photograph a variety of objects/subject 
matter to produce the alphabet letter forms A to Z. 
These can be made up of objects around your house; e.g. food, 
vegetables, fruit, utensils, ornaments, plants, remote controls, chairs, 
materials shaped to form a letter. You could use just about anything. 
Look outside in your garden or on your walk. 

  



 Week 7- A dairy entry using your A-Z photographs, create a message 
which communicates your experience of lockdown. It could be your 
own words, or a quote from a song, poem or book.  

Don't forget this must be presented like a diary and must include your 
thoughts and feelings and dates. Make it creative and unique! 

 
Google classroom code x4naacx 
 
 
Your teacher will be online on Wednesday  between 12.30pm 
and 3.00pm to help you if you need any further guidance  
 

 
 

 


